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Abstract
The progression of Internet of Things (IoT) has resulted in generation of huge amount of data. Effective handling and analysis
of such big volumes of data proposes a crucial challenge. Existing cloud-based frameworks of Big Data visualization are
rising costs for servers, equipment, and energy consumption. There is a need for a green solution targeting lesser cost and
energy consumption with tamper-proof record-keeping, storage, and interactive visualization with only demanded data. We
have proposed a Blockchain-based Green big data Visualization (BGbV) solution using Hyperledger Sawtooth for optimum
utilization of organization resources. BGbVwill support current distributed data visualization platforms and guarantee benefits
like security and data availability with lesser storage costs. It helps reduce costs by utilizing small resources that are already
available and consume less energy, making it an environmentally friendly solution.
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Introduction

With the growth of technology, IoT generated Big data and
its associated analytic have become common in the com-
puting industry. The cloud-based Big data solutions have
resulted in a significant increase in energy consumption at
host data centers. As most of the time, organization’s small
yet distributed storage resources remain underutilized. A
considerable amount of energy can be conserved by opti-
mizing the utilization of local storage efficiently.
Nowadays, everything is digitally recorded; IoT systems
generate and process massive amounts of data every day.
However, to process and analyze these data are not enough.
Our brain tends to find patterns more efficiently when the
data are visually represented. Data visualization and analyt-
ics have an essential role in decision-making for Big data [3].
Data visualization leads to new opportunities by represent-
ing the data in innovative and visual means [26]. However,
with the huge volume of data generated, interactive, scalable
visualization and data processing are considered a constant
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challenge. The size of this information, while visualization is
so excessive that an ordinary processing technique is insuf-
ficient. Construction of each perception may requires in one
hand traversing the whole data or on other reviewing a small
subset of the entire data [11]. For this purpose, expensive
servers are used. Therefore resources and their efficient uti-
lization is a major concern.
Modern IoT systems involve complex interaction among dif-
ferent entities, demanding a secure, efficient, and distributed
infrastructure. Therefore, distributed data visualization is
considered an excellent solution to achieve perception and
overview of this multi-dimensional massive data [19]. Big
data visualization is different from the conventional visu-
alization of data. The visualization of Big data involves a
large variety of data. Consequently, high-level data process-
ing techniques and speed are needed to visualize this vast
volume of data [22]. There exist multiple web and user-based
techniques for the visualization ofBig data. These techniques
are useful and provide decentralization but with an increase
in cost for buying servers and equipment, which is a signifi-
cant concern.
Blockchain techniques are attractive and have gained
researchers’ interest due to their decentralized architecture,
immutability, and anonymous record-keeping without cen-
tralized authority [6]. Blockchains initially gathered interest
to support cryptocurrency. However, due to its decentralized
nature, blockchain has emerged as a distributive computing
technology that provides a secure environment to support
various interactions [21].

Blockchain is considered a highly immutable, decentral-
ized, and modular platform to transfer assets during the last
few years. It is considered a generalized approach for imple-
menting decentralized computing applications. Blockchain
technology is a decentralized and unchangeable database
that is highly transparent and secure. It uses a peer-to-peer
network with no central authority. It contains transaction
records, and these records are shared among all partici-
pating nodes. These properties of blockchain make it a
suitable candidate for decentralized Big data visualization
with advantage of achieve cost-effectiveness, high security,
and readily available results.
We have proposed a green solution BGbV as a support to
existing distributed visualization systems. The BGbV frame-
work is based on the blockchain platform, i.e., “Hyperledger
Sawtooth” and is targeting to achieve the following features:

– Tamper proof record-keeping of data for distributed data
visualization.

– Utilization of relativity smaller available distributed
resources.

– Green solution with optimal and economical resource
utilization with least energy consumption.

– No central point of failure as multiple copies of data are
kept.

– Quality enforcement mechanism by ensuring high avail-
ability from the most rated node.

For our research, a big temporal data set for the crime rate
has been taken as a case study to perform the proposed
research. Data are gathered from decentralized nodes and
visualization is created according to user’s requirements. We
have proposed a solution BGbV that will benefit in many
ways, including less cost of buying resources for decentral-
ized computing and lower energy consumption. It will allow
users/people and organizations to gain secure and readily
available data visualization that is decentralized and provides
productive outputs for analysis.
In the rest of the paper, “Literature survey” presents the
literature review. “BGbV: blockchain-based green big data
visualization” section presents the BGbV paradigm. “Anal-
ysis of proposed system” discusses features and analysis of
the BGbV framework. “Implementation and testing results”
presents the implementation and testing details of our solu-
tion. We conclude this paper in “Conclusions and future
work” and suggest future work.

Literature survey

Many researchers have addressed Big data and its issues
[24,31]. Exploring Big data offers numerous appealing fea-
tures, but specialists and experts are also confronted with
many difficulties while investigating suchmines of data [23].
Many data sets are too large and complicated to manage on
availablememory units and are distributed across the clusters
of computers [17]. Due to the growing nature of Big data, it is
hard to avoid its challenges. The most immediate issues that
need to be addressed are storage issues, management issues,
and processing issues [16]. It is challenging to handle data
connectivity issues, storage limitations, and data process-
ing capabilities in real-time Big data [23]. The exponential
growth in structured and unstructured data has compelled the
need for an efficient and reliable storage approach. Therefore,
the reliability of devices matters a lot concerning storage
approaches chosen for handling Big data. While processing,
backup, and archiving Big data, there could be many chal-
lenges like storage medium, data replication, and duplication
[1]. Big data applications use high-speed servers and equip-
ment, which results in increased cost.

A distributed paradigm is considered a suitable replace-
ment for costly supercomputers. Distributed approaches are
decentralized and aim to disrupt the existing central and con-
ventional ways to deal with huge volumes of data. It also
ensures to handle and deal with new expanding client’s needs
and application demands. Data storage, data access, data
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transfer, and data visualization activities use distributed com-
puting with low-cost machines to make Big data analysis and
processing possible within a reasonable cost and time [20].
In distributed computing systems, the focus is on data repre-
sentation. It attempts to addresses challenges of processing,
interaction, and representation of data in proficient manners.

Instead of textual/numerical analysis data, visualizations
are producing better perceptions and understanding of data.
However, power and speed limitations are there when visual-
izing Big data. This leads to the scalability issue [9]. Current
processing technologies and systems cannot satisfy the needs
of big growing data, processing of data, and visualization.
The increase in speed and storage capacity is much lesser
than the amount of Big data. Speed and complex processors
are needed [24]. Data visualization is a significant way to
deal with Big data. It helps to get an overall perspective of
Big data and find information esteems. It also helps to find the
hidden patterns in data. The challenge is to manage the paral-
lelism that blends between distributed and shared techniques
with such massive data. For the issue mentioned above,
the requirements of machines are a fundamental concern.
Many researchers have shown that large-scale distributed
data visualization is an input\output-bound problem. When
interactivity is required, security and data access become sig-
nificant problems, mainly when the data are distributed over
wide-area networks. Many user interfaces and web-based
data visualization techniques are available, which provide
efficient decentralization with an additional cost for buy-
ing servers and equipment. This is the challenge for these
techniques. Tables 1 and 2 provide Big data visualization
techniques. Table 2 also provides websites to get these tools
for the visualization of data. These tools offer visualizations
of data based on its features. One of the key challenges in
modern distributed data visualization today is how to provide
users with an interactive experience. Techniques presented in
Tables 1 and 2 are being used in many distributed applica-
tions to create and achieve the intended visualization of data
[25]. These distributeddata visualization frameworks are pre-
sented to attain interactive results and to address scalability.
Distribution in these techniques is achieved with the help
of substantial remote servers. Similarly, high-performance
computing capability is needed to get interactive results [14].

Blockchain is emerging as new distributed technology.
The blockchain concept is based on distributed ledger main-
tained bymultiple parties [6]. Using blockchain,we can build
decentralized systems [8], which can effectively mitigate
problems associated with high access and communication
costs. Also, a decentralized blockchain architecture is more
resistant to a single point of failure [6]. Experiments show that
the scalability issue can be effectively handled in blockchain
systems.

Table 1 UI-based visualization techniques [25])

User interface-based Official websites

1 Tableau Desktop https://www.tableau.com/

2 Gephi https://gephi.org/

3 Jupyter https://jupyter.org/

4 Sisense https://www.sisense.com/

5 Qlik https://www.qlik.com/

6 Team Mate https://www.wolterskluwer.com

7 Infogram https://infogram.com/

8 Datawrapper https://www.datawrapper.de/

Table 2 Web-based visualization techniques [25])

JavaScript based Official website

1 FusionCharts https://www.fusioncharts.com

2 HighCharts https://www.highcharts.com/

3 Dygraphs http://dygraphs.com/

4 Timeline JS http://dygraphs.com/

5 Chart JS http://www.chartjs.org/

6 D3 JS https://d3js.org/

7 Leaflet http://leafletjs.com

8 Google Charts www.developers.google.com/chart/

9 RawGraph http://rawgraphs.io/

Decentralized computing frameworks are aimed in sev-
eral ways at disrupting the current cloud environment and
scalability problem.

For achieving interactive outputs from huge streams and
sets of big data, blockchain-based decentralized approaches
have received great attention. Traditional distributed peer-to-
peer (p2p) networks have inevitable disadvantages, including
insecurity and lack of auditing and incentives [12]. Filecoin
[7] and BigchainDB [4] are scalable blockchain databases
that combine the characteristics of both blockchain and
existing distributed databases. In all respects, blockchain
is opening doors for solving numerous problems for many
applications in a distributed manner [2]. Blockchain-based
frameworks offer many benefits for distributed storage with
features like availability, no single point of failure, confiden-
tiality, privacy, and integrity [5]. Currently, Filecoin [7], Sia,
Swarm, and Storj, etc. are mainstream distributed storage
solutions built on blockchain [33].

Sia uses blockchain technology to provide an open mar-
ket to buy and reserve unused computing space for users.
Conditions of storage, such as availability and active dura-
tion that are agreed by the participants under file contracts,
are encrypted service-level arrangements. These are imme-
diately stored on the Sia blockchain and done [29].

Filecoin is another decentralized blockchain and native
cloud service. It produces an incentive-based scheme that
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provides additional storage. Filecoin uses IPFS, a P2P dis-
tributed protocol, where each file is encrypted with a hash
key and containing indexing details. It enables large amounts
of data to be searched and saved and distributed with high
productivity [18].

Another protocol for decentralized storage network is
SWARM. It is permission less and communication infras-
tructure [28]. The principal goal of swarm is to provide the
decentralized app’s creators with infrastructure resources. To
implement the utilities, SWARM uses smart contract plat-
forms (Ethereum). The strategy for decentralized storage is
a peer-to-peer approach.

It is not deniable that blockchain has opened doors for
solvingmany problems formany applications in a distributed
manner with provision of various kinds of distributed storage
approaches mentioned above [2].

Considering these blockchains based on distributed stor-
age such as Filecoin, Sia, Swarm, etc, the set of transactions
are stored within the of blocks of immutable blockchains and
generate a type of decentralized database or storage of struc-
tured data. However, due to scalability concerns, the size of
blocks cannot expand very large, and thus, it can be clearly
seen that above-mentioned distributed storage blockchains
are not meant to store and handle large amounts of data and
will take too long to process and resources to accomplish
these executions. These problems lead to increase the over-
all energy of the network. Due to consumed energies in nodes
and long communication distances, the network lifespan, and
energy consumption and maximization; it has been a critical
issue and it increases the overall energy of the network [27].
Hence, these generic schemes are not much energy efficient
also do not address optimizing network and storage cost.

All projects are similar in the way as they are trying to
provide decentralized storage, but existing solutions are con-
trolled by centralized third party and are mainly commercial
applications. The data stored are available to intermediaries
who are providing services. The involvement of intermedi-
aries and third parties leads to an increase in operational and
transnational costs and lack of security which makes the sys-
tem vulnerable.

Hyperledger Sawtooth is also a blockchain framework
used in developing and running applications in a distributed
manner smoothly [13]. Sawtooth also addresses the chal-
lenges of permissioned (private) networks. Sawtooth clusters
with different approval can be implemented quickly. No cen-
tral service may leak transaction trends or other classified
details. Sawtooth Blockchain can help to provide efficient
data storage and access framework formanyprivate and small
organizations and applications [2].

Despite, all good blockchain systems are facing scal-
ability issues. Due to a number of scalability issues and
limited on-chain storage capacity, the feasibility of such a
blockchain-based data network is restricted [27]. A variety

of methods have been suggested to increase scalability while
maintaining decentralization and security in this regard.
Sharding technique is one of it.

Sharding is one of the most practical approaches for
achieving scalability by partitioning network into several
shards, to reduce the overhead of scalability [32]. However,
the issue is to maintain atomicity during cross-shard opera-
tions. Each shard is stored in a separate server instance [30].

Although this spreads the load, but increases the overall
cost and increases the energy consumption. Sharding can be
a good choice when it comes to public and permission-less
blockchains, but for private small-level projects, sharding
techniquemaybe costly, complex, and consumemore energy.
Table 3 presents a comparison between some blockchain-
based storage services. Provided in Table 3 is relative
estimation four parameters, i.e., closed-source decentraliza-
tion, exposure of data to third party, network cost and energy
consumed, scalability, energy-efficient objectives, and free
of cost solution.

Many blockchain-based frameworks offer benefits like
availability, no single point of failure, confidentiality, pri-
vacy, and integrity [5]. Hyperledger Sawtooth is a blockchain
framework used in developing and running applications in a
distributed manner smoothly [13]. Blockchain can provide
efficient data storage and access framework for many orga-
nizations and applications [2]. As the visual representation of
Big data communicates ideas more clearly, the need for data
visualization is increasing in different domains. However, it
is a complex and demanding task to visualize a massive vol-
ume of data. Therefore, a distributed and green solution is
needed to achieve interactive data visualization with less cost
and energy consumption. Using blockchain-based mecha-
nism for distribution and decentralization of big data and then
visualize could be a good solution. However, aforementioned
blockchain-based techniques also increase the chances of
escalate overall network cost with high energy and resources
consumption. Also users may somehow be required to be
controlled by some third-party service making it centralized
somehow.

Therefore, there is need of green solution with minimum
energy consumption having low network cost providing opti-
mum storage solution, for small and big levels of projects
ensuring security, available and reliable data, and its visual-
ization at same time.

BGbV aims to provide support to distributed data visu-
alization. It ensures security and availability, and, most
importantly, provides a framework for better utilization of
existing distributed resources. By utilizing small units of
storage effectively, it facilitates scalability challenges. We
present a green solution that will reduce cost by utilizing
small resources that are already available and lessen energy
consumption and make it an environmentally friendly solu-
tion.
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Table 3 Comparison between existing blockchain-based storage services

Parameters Sia Ipfs Swarm StorJ BGbV

Closed-source
decentralization

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Exposure of data to third
party

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Network cost and
energy consumed

High High High High Low

Scalability Medium Low–medium Low Low Depends upon
organization’s free
storage resources

Energy efficiency
objective

Not defined Not defined Not Defined Not defined Yes

Free of cost adaptation No (SiaCoin) No (FileCoin) Resource trading (No) No (StorJCoin) No

BGbV: blockchain-based green big data
visualization

BGbV proposes a distributed architecture of blockchain-
based green solution for Big data visualizations. Many
organizations have loads of distributed storage resources
available in unused disk space of workstations and terminals.
Instead of getting new equipment that requires more hard-
ware and power consumption, this solution provides optimal
utilization of the existing smaller distributed storage units
with the least energy consumption.

In BGbV, we have incorporated the hyperledger sawtooth
framework with our front-end application. Hyperledger saw-
tooth is highlymodular framework and isolates the client part
of the core system’s application. In our prototype, we have
considered small-to-medium-level organization with mid-
range resources to store the temporal big data set. According
to our scope, the permissioned (private) hyperledger saw-
tooth blockchain is beneficial as it maintain the privacy and
security. We have developed the client part of our application
and core system in javascript. Our proposed system presents
the design of a blockchain-based data storage and access
framework for interactive visualization of big temporal data.

Proposed BGbV is different from existing techniques
mentioned earlier, i.e., due to its integration with blockchain
technology with optimum resource utilization and least
energy consumption making it more green solution. It
ensures many significant benefits like effective and optimal
usage of distributed storage, temper proof record-keeping
mechanism, no single point of failure, and availability.

In BGbV, metadata are stored on the blockchain, whereas
the actual files are stored off-chain onmultiple locations after
distribution. This distribution is according to a pre-defined
agreement using a peer-to-peer network. This scheme will
provide decentralized storage on an economical and secure
basis.

Architecture overview

BGbV framework achieves distributed data visualization
with an interactive experience. Distributed processing and
efficient lookup capabilities are also incorporated in our solu-
tion. The major contributions of this research are as follows:

– Design a sawtooth blockchain-based data storage and
access framework that stores the metadata on the hyper-
ledger blockchain, whereas the actual data are stored
off-chain on multiple nodes.

– Design an off-chain distributed storage data block for
cost-effective use of blockchain.

– Distributed and efficient storage of divided blocks of data
onmultiple nodes inwhich contents are accessed through
permissioned hashes with high throughput.

– Instead of buying large servers for a remote decentral-
ized solution, employing existing unoccupied storage of
smaller machines (nodes).

– Temper proof record-keeping mechanism.
– Enforcing quality with no single point of failure and con-
tinuous availability of data.

– An optimized solution toward big data without third-
party control for decentralization, with minimum net-
work and storage cost.

Wehave introduced the basic distributed data visualization
of temporal data and their interaction with the blockchain. In
our solution, we have taken a data set for the US’s crime
rate as Big data in a temporal context. BGbV has two pri-
mary stages according to the user’s request and demand
for data. It entertains the client’s request based on present
nodes and node ratings. In BGbV, we have introduced two
blockchains.BGbV for storing nodes available and their
response-based rating and BGbVfi for storing metadata for
the transaction on data.
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Fig. 1 Flow of activities in
BGbV blockchain

Fig. 2 Flow of activities in
BGbV for information
visualization

In the first stage, as an initial step, the data set is retrieved
from bulk storage on an administrative view of a web-based
application.

The flow diagram in Fig. 1 shows the activities perform
on the administrator’s machine to achieve distribution with
the help of blockchain. The administrator has the right to
slice the data on some pre-selected criteria. It can then be
assigned to an appropriate node that desires to participate
in storing Big data. Before this assignment of data, a dia-
logue mechanism is implemented between the administrator
machine and nodes. This mechanism ensures that the node
has agreed to share its resources and disk space. To store data
slice, the administrator selects the available node according
to its storage capacity and rating. It then prompts the storing
note by sending a request for sharing space to save data on it.
At present, administrator role is defined as an intermediatory
for transfer of data from centralized bulk storage to sliced dis-
tributed storage. Administrator’s task is to divide the data on
agreed/pre-defined criteria and send data to storage nodes.
When the data are once stored on agreed nodes, to ensure
the integrity, the role of administrator has no role to play in
access of data. The role of administrator will be automated
in future by defining performance metrics and status updates
of free storage nodes.

If this device agrees on saving data on it, the adminis-
trator sends the slice of distributed data to that node, and
its response time is captured. Both the rating and available
devices are stored in blockchain BGbV. After this agree-
ment, sliced data are sent to a candidate node. Information
about all those nodes that are ready to share space is stored
in one blockchain BGbV. This blockchain is implemented
to store two parameters: first is the candidate node identity;
second is its ratings and response time.

After this process, control is transferred to the second
blockchain BGbVfi. Multiple copies of same slice are to
be distributed among multiple nodes thus providing safe-
guards against data loss; when data slice is requested the
node with better rating and availability is chosen (step 3 of
Fig. 2). The BGbVfi will be used to store the metadata for
transactions in our solution. The flow of activities in both
stages is described with flowcharts in Figs. 1 and 2. We have
use used two blockchains for our design prototype instead
of storing the metadata and ratings in one blockchain. The
reason for using two blockchains is to maintain the ideal
scale of blockchain and not to make solution and blockchain
bulky due to increased number of requests. We have used
two blockchains BGbV and BGbVfi for keeping our trans-
action metadata log and distribution and slicing information
separately. Using two blockchains leads to the benefit of sep-
aration of read and write operations from logs and ratings.
Read/write operation is one operation and metadata of slice
is other operation. Keeping them separate is a major reason
for two blockchains. It disrupts the need for again and again
replication of data in block.

Flowchart in Fig. 1 represents activities initiated in
response to the user’s request for information.

Our first blockchain BGbVis used to store information
about nodes that holds data after agreement mechanism
and their response-based ratings. BlockchainBGbVfi shown
in Fig. 2 stores the metadata about the transaction. This
blockchain will store parameters:

– How administrator sliced data.
– Amount of data stored on each node with its address.
– Sending time from administrator’s machine, hash where
our data have been stored.
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Above-mentioned resources are on-chain resources for both
blockchains. The second stage defines retrievingmechanism.
For retrieving mechanism, when the user wanted to retrieve
data, the hash and first blockchain are consulted, which helps
users check the nodewith themost ratings and response time.
That node is requested to send data to the user. The quality
of the node is maintained by this blockchain BGbV. The
information that howmuch data are stored on any node is also
available on blockchainBGbVfi, which stored the distributed
mechanism of data.

This lets the system choose the amount of data it wants
to visualize and let them know which node they can get data
to visualize. When the user sends a request, the node signs
the batch and then connects and sends requests to the val-
idator node on the Sawtooth network by using Rest API.
Hyperledger Sawtooth provides a REST API for clients to
interact with a validator using common JSON/HTTP stan-
dards. REST API uses a JSON envelope to send metadata
back to clients in an easy and customized manner. The
sawtooth’s validator sends this transaction request to the
transaction processor, which is a blockchain featuring smart
contracts. It can apply any rules for the validation of trans-
actions. The transaction processor thus attaches the payload
to it. The transaction processor makes sure that it is valid, all
dependencies are met, and then commits it. At present, data
are sent to the node using FTP which entertains the user’s
request.

Off-chain resources

Some off-chain resources will help in the proposed solu-
tion. Blockchains are not general-purpose databases. It is not
possible to store distributed blocks of data as this leads to an
unmanageable size and causes the problem in the blockchain.
Thus, blockchain only stores metadata, and actual data are
divided into blocks and are stored as off-chain resources at
multiple storage locations on the network. Therefore, off-
chain resources contain distributed data on multiple nodes.
This adds resilience toward failure and ensures smoothwork-
ing and high availability. If one of the nodes failed due to any
reason, availability will be ensured from some other nodes.
Ratings fromBGbV are also linked to this decentralized sys-
tem that gives a score of the node’s reputation. This in term
helps the user to better judge if node and their contents should
be trusted or not. These off-chain resources can be open to the
public or restricted to authorized members. A visualization
pipeline is applied to that data after transfer. The visualiza-
tion of that data is created for that corresponding user that
requests for data visualization. Their computation is thus dis-
tributed. Update the state and outcome as a response is sent
back. Then, the network’s chosen consensusmechanismpub-
lishes it in a block to the rest of the network. Figure 3 shows
the layered architecture of our given solution.

Fig. 3 Layered architecture of BGbV

Analysis of proposed system

In this section, we present the analysis of the energy and cost
saved by BGbV and its adaptation. It is a fact that IT storage
infrastructure is under utilized bymany organizations. As per
a survey conducted by CISCO [10], the utilization of direct
access storage on average is 40% and is 60% for the storage
access network. Organizations have underutilized distributed
storage available in free disk space on several desktops and
laptops. Such organizations can improve the utilization of
already available resources by employing BGbV for their
big data storage solutions. On average, the cloud-based solu-
tion for Big data visualization costs more than 2–4 USD per
GB per month. Similarly, as Table 3 shows, all decentral-
ized solutions are also commercial solution with associated
costs. For most organizations, this cost is besides the cost of
maintenance on site underused storage equipment.

In the following analysis, we present the details of energy
consumed in storing data using BGbV step as compared to
cloud-based storage. it can be seen that, in terms of energy
consumption, the utilization of existing direct access storage
solutions consumes less energy than cloud-based storage.
In BGbV, we propose two blockchains BGbV and BGbVfi.
As mentioned earlier, blockchain BGbV stores the rating
mechanism, and blockchain BGbVfi saves metadata about
data fragments of big data stored at multiple nodes. Each
block of BGbV has two parts block header and body. Each
block’s body contains transaction data comprising approx.
264 bytes. The block header’s information contains block
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number, version, previous BlockHash, and the time-stamp
at which this block is committed. The block’s header is 46
bytes. Thus, the total size of each block is 310 bytes, which
approximately equals 0.3 KB. In BGbVfi, the body of the
block is 134 bytes. By adding the standard header size of
46 bytes, the net transaction size is approximately equal to
0.1 KB. By combining both blockchains of size 0.4 KB to
0.5 KB, the BGbV takes less than 1 KB overhead for storing
each fragment.

Figure 4 shows the amount of energy saved using direct
access storage devices compared to the cloud-based solution.
The energy is calculated by

ES = Ecl − EBGbV (1)

Ecl = Fsz ∗ λcl (2)

EBGbV =
(

K∑
i=1

Fi + K ∗ Nnodes ∗ TrBGbV

)
∗ λHDD. (3)

Here, ES is net energy saved, Ecl is net energy consumed by
cloud, EBGbV is net energy consumed by BGbV, Fsz is the
total number of bits in the file, λcl is the energy consumed
to write 1 bit on the cloud, λHDD is the energy consumed to
write one-bit disk, Fi are the number of bits in each segment
stored, Nnodes is the number of nodes maintaining BGbV
blockchain, K is number to fragments, and TrBGbV is the
number of bits in the transaction. Energy rate λHDD is kept
as 100FJ and λcl is kept as 1nJ [15].

Figure 4 shows the energy saved against file size ranging
from 1 to 60 TB is shown. For BGbV, we have sliced each
file into fragments of size 1 GB. Also, we have kept the
number of nodes that keep the copy of the blockchain to 100.
The red line shows the upward trend in energy saved with
respect to file size. Even though the number of fragments
and transaction overload is also increased (shown as bars),
but net energy saved in mJ improves with larger files. The
above calculation is performed to establish the bottom line
of the energy saved by considering just storage. Here, any
additional costs of bit transfer to the cloud are not considered.

We have calculated only the energy spend in saving origi-
nal files. It can be seen that backup and replication overhead
will show the same trends.

Also, for IOT big data, the greatest obstacle for imple-
menting blockchain in IOT is scalability, as the response
to requests expands as the number of computing machine
increases. This leads to high energy consumption. Our solu-
tionwill also helpwith IOTbig data.Asmention the proposed
system is decentralized and also use free local underutilized
storage will be used to save data. The continuously growing
IOT data can be efficiently stored and accessed with mini-
mum network energy. BGbV is flexible in terms of source of
data. Whether big data are transferred from the cloud or is
generated by IOT, the BGbV framework can easily mange it.

Features

The proposed system is intended to ensure many features
and add support to current distributed data visualization sys-
tems. Following are the prominent features of the proposed
system.

Integrity

In the proposed system, the key feature is that all the infor-
mation is unaltered and immutable, increasing the solution’s
integrity. The incorporation of blockchain ensures not only
integrity but also provides control over data. Replicas of data
on multiple locations and its metadata as evidence are stored
on the blockchain, ensuring its persistence and integrity.

Availability

The ranking-based node selection in BGbVβ provides
framework for data to be efficiently available for the users.
Users can achieve and retrieve that corresponding response,
i.e., visualization from any other node if one of the part nodes
is offline. This ensures the data’s availability for visualization
and analysis from other locations(nodes) on the network.

Fault tolerance

BGbV has no single point of failure, and the system is more
tolerant of faults. The data are vast and divided into differ-
ent chunks, stored at multiple nodes of the P2P network.
This makes our solution more robust and good in terms of
throughput.

Node rating mechanism

BGbV maintains nodes and their rating with respect to their
response to users. Eachnode available for storage is analyzed,
and data are collected locally based on the performance. It
defines their rating. It also enforces a quality mechanism for
our proposed system.

Effective resource utilization

When working with a huge amount of data resource uti-
lization is a very critical concern. It should be logical and
intuitive. In BGbV, we are not using remote big servers. To
make our solution as best economical, we are occupying
unused smaller units of storage on different machines that
are available for sharing their space and store data. Instead
of using high-cost remote servers, data storage is distributed
and efficient using significantly less cost and smaller units.
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Fig. 4 Net energy saved by BGbV

Security

In BGbV, it is difficult for malicious participants to tamper
with the data. Only authorized users have permission and
access to data stored, and malicious activities are prevented.
Blockchain networks also achieve strict security. After pass-
ing through a strictly ordered distributed blockchain, transac-
tions are routed to the appropriate transaction processor, and
hence, this processor then attaches the transactions’ payload.
By creating a domain-oriented transaction processor, actions
are limited that can be performed on a blockchain network,
which can improve security and performance.

Implementation and testing results

This section discusses the implementation and the testing
details. This application is developed in HTML 5.0 andNode
JS as front-end languages.

Implementation details

This section will explain the prototype developed for the
proof of our concept. Proposed architecture has the following
components:

– A peer-to-peer network committing transactions between
nodes.

– A distributed log, which contains a list of transactions.
– A transaction processor for processing those transactions.

Fig. 5 Nodes with details of data stored and response rates

– An off-chain storage mechanism for storing actual data
files.

– A distributed storage mechanism for storing the resulting
state after processing transaction.

– A consensus algorithm for ensuring consensus across the
network.

For deploying, building, and running blockchain-based green
Big data visualization (BGbV), we have integrated hyper-
ledger sawtooth framework, which provides a modular and
flexible platform for implementing transactions between
nodes. For the proposed BGbV, we have taken m nodes to
store the Big dataset of the US crime rate from 2001 to the
present. Nodes with details of data stored and response rates
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are shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6f. The application is developed in
Html 5.0 and Node JS as front-end language.

Theprototypewehave implemented is highlymodular and
has two basic parts depending on user request and demand
for data. The first part is a web-based interface for slicing
and distributing the data over m nodes. This web interface is
initial and mainly runs on the administrator’s machine. The
administrator slices the data according to pre-defined criteria
and sends the data on agreed nodes after a consensus mech-
anism. The dataset we have taken for this implementation is
the US crime rate from 2001 to the present. It is collected
based on 20 different attributes of crimes in the US, e.g., to
crime types and locations.

For our prototype, administrator has sliced the Big dataset
into 5 blocks based on these attributes. Each block consists
of 1000 rows of crime datasets along with its attributes. The
administrator can send the sliced data to k nodes agree to
save the data and share the space in different replications
after consensus.

We have created a consensus mechanism in our prototype
for running the tests and saving the data on available nodes.
It ensures the agreement of nodes and the administrator’s
machine to share the space and save data. For this agree-
ment, OAuth 2.0 is used as a protocol for authorization for
the specific flow of authentication and authorization for data
sending to client nodes.We generate a public/private key pair
for every available node with their node id for authentication
purposed to configure the network. For keeping our applica-
tion highlymodular and not bulky, integration of hyperledger
sawtooth at this stage is kept separately. For incorporating
Sawtooth blockchain, design-specific transaction processor
TP is written in Node JS. When the node agrees to save data,
storage metadata are collected and stored on BGbVfi. At the
same time, the response rate is stored on BGbV. The second
part of our front end application is for the user to retrieve
data. While the user wants to retrieve the data, it will select
nodes with the most higher response ratings from BGbV. A
REST API is used, which helps users communicate with the
sawtooth network implemented in our prototype.

Communication with the validator and submit any trans-
actions with the help of HTTP requests. A data model
is designed to tell the allowed operation and transaction
types implemented in the transaction family. For our pro-
totype evaluation, tests are run using the VS code and
docker using version 1.49 and version 2.0.0.3, respectively.
For our testing scenario, transaction processor runs on
administrator machine using a unique machine address “
0f5a8cbbf216e93b6b3deed01c7b6866bedb4ed”. For eval-
uation and a test run, the administrator has sent the request to
10 nodes to share their space and hold data. The node receives
updates about new blocks from the administrator machine.
Out of offered, 4 nodes are agreed and ready for sharing space
and data storage. As measurements for our project, we have

collected the time and response rate of nodes with respect to
their nodes IDs and saved them to BGbV.

Before the administrator sends the data, client authenti-
cations are established using Oauth2.0 . The administrator
sends the data to these nodes. Sliced blocks are sent to each
node with alternate replication. Node A is saving blocks 1
and 3, and Similarly, Node B has data blocks 2 and 3. Node
3 is holding blocks 1,2. Node D, the fourth agreed node,
is holding blocks 3,2. Once the storage node has received
the data, it will verify and send the administrator machine’s
acknowledgement. After the administrator receives confir-
mation from the storage node. TP running will commit the
transaction are published to BGbV, as shown in Fig. 6f.

For testing and retrieving data, user requests node two for
retrieval of data. The transaction processor also receives the
request sent by the user. Transaction processor assesses the
transaction on this node. The transaction list in the transaction
processor is shown in Fig. 6d. Given that all verification pass,
the storage nodeB sends the data back at a high response rate.
A basic visualization pipeline is associated at this stage, and
data visualization is created according to user-requested data
to visualize data to understand better and get insights into
this data. This helps to produce productive output from it.
Distributed data visualization is presented as DApp using
hyperledger sawtooth integrated with it. Implementation and
testing scenarios are presented, so that the proposed solution
can potentially express here.

Figure 6a, b shows the blocks created; the state list shows
that data are saved in blockchain, i.e., metadata. After the
agreement mechanism and after the verification, the trans-
action is submitted. Block is added to the blockchain and
broadcasted on the network. After this transfer node, grant
access to the user requested for data. Transactions committed
are shown in Fig. 6b.

Figure 6c shows the successful execution data transfer
from the administrator machine and node. A basic visualiza-
tion pipeline is associated at this stage, and data visualization
is created according to criteria the user selected to visualize
data to understand better and get insights into these data. This
helps to produce productive output from it.

A distributed data visualization is presented as DApp
using hyperledger sawtooth integrated with it. Implemen-
tation and testing scenarios are presented to demonstrate the
proposed solution. Outcome and some of the interactive visu-
alizations based on the user’s request are shown inFig. 6e, f. It
is established fromour implementation that data can easily be
stored in spare storage available in local network, thus reduc-
ing overall energy consumptions. The private blockchain
framework using hyperledger Sawtooth provides support for
temper proof record-keeping. Data from centralized storage
are not only successfully stored on multiple nodes; it is also
flawless retrieved for visualization.
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Fig. 6 Results

Conclusions and future work

In emerging IoT systems, effective resource utilization,
security, availability, and throughput of Big data are of
main concern. We have proposed BGbV, a blockchain-based
solution for effective storage and retrieval of Big data visu-
alization. The integration of blockchain solutions provides
cost-effective, secure, and available visualizations of Big
data. BGbV presents a mechanism of the utilization of rel-
atively small distributed resources optimally for storing Big
data. As our system provides an alternative to the purchase
of additional resources, thus reduces energy, costs, and elec-
tronic waste. Additional benefits of our scheme are the high
availability and better extensibility.

In future work, the crowd-sourcing of storage nodes will
be explored by adding an effective incentive mechanism.

Nodes will be awarded incentives depending upon the rat-
ing and reviews they get from the users. Developing such an
architecture that allows large data visualizationwith incorpo-
rating benefits like high availability, no single point of failure,
quality, and interactive outputs will prove beneficial and will
noticeably improve the business sector’s performance.
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